Journal of Neurological Surgery Package

Convenient, cost-effective access to 3 peer-reviewed journals from one of the world’s leading international sources of medical and health science information.

Journal of Neurological Surgery: Central European Neurosurgery
Coverage: Vol 74 #1 - Present
This journal has recorded the development of modern neurosurgery for over 70 years, and continues to report the very latest clinical and experimental findings of surgeons and researchers working at the forefront of neurosurgery across the world.

Journal of Neurological Surgery: Skull Base (Note: this journal is not available individually, but only as part of this package)
Coverage: Vol 74 #1 - Present
NLS is a peer-reviewed journal publishing original research, review articles, and technical notes covering all aspects of neurological surgery - microsurgery as well as the latest minimally invasive techniques, such as stereotactic-guided surgery, endoscopy, and endovascular procedures.

Journal of Neurological Surgery Reports (Note: this journal is not available individually, but only as part of this package)
Coverage: Vol 74 #1 - Present
This multidisciplinary publication has a special focus on detailing the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of clinical cases. It is an invaluable resource for all neurosurgeons and skull base surgeons, including those specializing in otolaryngology-head and neck surgery, maxillo-facial surgery, neuro-opthalmology, neuro-radiology, and plastic surgery.
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Journal of Neurological Surgery: Central European Neurosurgery
Journal of Neurological Surgery Part B: Skull Base (Not sold A la Carte)
Journal of Neurological Surgery Reports